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Kenyan flower
exports bounce
back
Demand from Europe has returned to 85
per cent of �normal� levels after
lockdown is eased in European countries
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elsewhere, we are seeing orders."

coronavirus levels following the

easing of lockdown in Europe, according to

just 50,000 a day. Now, it has returned to
Located on the equator and along Africa’s
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globe in 2018.

remain concerned about the high freight

away millions of roses in March when
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the Kenyan Flower Council.
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that his company used to export 350,000
roses a day but in March that dropped to
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In cut flowers, Europe makes up almost 70

traffic, while also fearing a second spike of
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coronavirus pandemic halved daily orders.
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Britain is the second

hoping for a full recovery by next year.
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but it's quite different from when we were
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"We are better than we were two months
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ago, demand is almost at 85 per cent," Tulezi
told Reuters

"We are still throwing some flowers away
every

stem,"
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t o l d Reuters. "We hope by February the
disease will be controlled and things will
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return to normal."
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